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Introduction
Background

This thesis tries to detect the temporal-spatial structure of Beijing metropolitan area via social media
(Weibo) data, investigate the pattern of the temporal-spatial structure during one week in Beijing.

Why Weibo?

• Weibo is one of the most popular social media platform in China. Its mechanism is similar to Twitter.  
Nearly half of people in Beijing uses Weibo from time to time. 

• Weibo provides free open data for the public.

• Also, it seems that there is some difficulties to get traditional subcenters identification data in Beijing, 
such as localized employment at census track.

Why Beijing?

This paper chooses Beijing as the studied area,
because it is a very typical mega city which faces
many tough challenges and the reform of urban
structure. The central built-up area of Beijing
increased from 100.2 km2 to 1210.2 km2 during 55
years.

Source: Liu Jian, 2009.



Introduction
Statement of the problem
Many researchers claim that the planned poly-center structure did not appear with the
development of Beijing. Daquan Huang et al. (2015) claims that Beijing is still a monocentric
city, because most of job opportunities are still gathering in the central area. Furthermore,
those functional centers which are located in the central city, like Zhonguancun Science Park
and Olympic center，actually aggregate the accumulation of population.

However, it is hard to reclaim that Beijing still belongs to monocentric city. Because the
demographic distribution is quite different from district to district. Although the traditional
central city (Dongcheng and Xicheng district) still take the highest average density of
population per square kilometer, the population of this area account only 10.3% of Beijing city.
Moreover, the share of elder population (over 65 years) is 14.6% in traditional center, higher
than outer areas.

What’s more, the economic situation also could prove that the urban center has changed. Qin
bo et al. (2010) concludes that the spatial structure of housing price appeared multi-centric
trend from 2001 to 2005. It may also indicate that the internal structure of Beijing has been
already changed.

Monocentric PolycentricOr

Beijing



• Research Objectives

This thesis would detect the temporal-spatial structure of Beijing metropolitan area via social media 
(Weibo) data, investigate the pattern of the changes of the temporal-spatial structure during one 
week in Beijing. Furthermore, it is expected to delimitate and select out subcenters in Beijing 
through a quantative way. 

In order to realize the core objective, the thesis decomposes it into five specific  objectives:

1. Studying the relationship between urban study and “big data”. 

2. Monitoring the activities of Weibo to distinguish those dynamic “hot areas” of Beijing during one 
week. 

3.  Figuring out the spatiotemporal characteristics of Weibo flows in Beijing Metropolitan areas and 
the similarity of temporal pattern between districts.

4. Detecting the sub-centers of Beijing metropolitan area through Weibo-density. 

5. Exploring the potential of Weibo data in the urban study, and its relations with physicalurban
structure. 

Hypothesis
In this paper, it is assumed that the Weibo sub-centers can reflect the physical urban structure.

Beijing actually shows the trends of polycentric mode via the view of Weibo density, rather than
monocentric mode which was described by many researches.

Introduction



Conceptual Theoretic Foundation 

1.Time geography in the background of social media

1960s Every movement or event of human being has
temporal and spatial attributes

Swedish geographer Torsten Hägerstrand brought up

the concept of time-geography in 1960th, which

observes the world from a four-dimensional view –
matter, space and time.

1980s Time geography V.S. the macro-scale of human
society

Time geography… is a discipline-transcending and still

evolving perspective on everyday workings of society

and the biographies of individuals.” (Thrift, N. and Pred,
A.,1981)

1990s- Current

The scope of time geography has already expanded to

many fields, such as urban transportation, land use and

spatial patterns of specific groups etc.．

An illustration of space-time path constructed from 
location-based social media data in a spacetime cube of 
Hägerstrand (Source: Feixiong Luo, et al., 2015.)



Conceptual Theoretic Foundation 

2.Polycentrism 

Multiple nuclei model of Harris and Ullman
Source: Harris and Ullman,1945.

The evolution of polycentric metropolitan areas 
(Source: based on Champion, 2001; adopted from 
Lambregts, 2009).



Conceptual Theoretic Foundation 

3. The definition of sub-center and its delimitation

In the early 1990s, the definition of a center – “either a main center or a subcenter – is a cluster of
contiguous zones all with gross employment density exceeding some minimum density, and
together containing total employment exceeding a certain number” ( Alex Anas et al.1997 ) .

Roca, J. et al. (2009) summarize four main approaches that identify sub-centers through

employment density: reference thresholds, parametric methods, non-parametric
methods and other variant.

Employment data is the main data source of identifying the subcenter. 



State of the Art

1. Urban studies from the view of “big data” 

Clarify the 
object of 
research 

Data 
collection 

Data 
processing

Data 
analyzing/
modeling 

Visualization 
and 

conclusion

Working frame of urban computing

Popular Methods of analysis

Model Usage Article

Principal Component 
Analysis (PCA) 

Simplifying the numbers of 
variables and distinguish 
characters of factors

Feng Jian et al. 2003

Kernel density estimation 

(KED) 

Estimating the location of 
central density, or identifying 
functional areas

Shan Jiang et al. 2012; 

Li Linna et al. 2013

K-Clustering Aggregating similar characters 
of regions and classifying them, 
building model of spatial 
structure 

Justin Cranshaw et al.2012; 

Shan Jiang et al. 2012; Liu Y 
et al. 2012



State of the Art

1. Urban studies from the view of “big data” 

Urban mobility small scale Utilizing Bluetooth and other wireless devices to monitor human
mobility in conference or big event
Stange, H. et al.,2011; Seifeldin, M. et al.2010

Large scale Analyzing patterns of civic mobility in metropolis
Ying LONG et al. (2015) ; Liu L et al. (2009)

Taxi activities in metropolitan area
Nivan Ferreira et al. (2013)

Urban functional 
areas

Discussing the regional functions of metropolitan area through taxi data, data of 
POIs (points of interests),
Yuan J et al. (2012) ; Qi G et al. (2011)

Land use Using positioning data of mobile phone and POIs data to classify the vacant 
housing area of cities or exploring intra-urban land uses 
Guanghua Chi et al.( 2015 );Liu Y et al.(2012) 

Several research objects of urban computing related with the thesis



State of The Art

1. Urban studies from the view of “big data” 

Note: (a) Train station; (b) scenic spots; (c) recreational district.
Source: Qi G et al. (2011)

(a) (b) 

(c) 

Qi G et al. (2011) analyze the functional regions of 
Hangzhou of China from the data which is generated by GPS 
devices on taxi. This research focus on identifying three 
types of region: train stations, recreational districts and 

scenic spots.



State of the Art

2. The studies of Urban structure of Beijing 

Since the end years of 1990s, the urbanization issues of Beijing city have drawn attentions

of researchers. Many studies investigate Beijing metropolitan area from various
perspectives and methods.

Data source Documental materials, remote sensing, GIS , SPOT images, aerial photographs, 
POIs data and Weibo check-in data etc.

Research Scope land use change of intra-urban area, urban sprawl, land use compactness, 
employment sub-centers, functional regions etc.

Intra-urban land use change in Beijing between 1984 and 2008

Source: Kuang Wenhui, 2012.



State of the Art

Above all, it could conclude that the issue about urban structure of Beijing has been

explored by many views and technics. Human mobility, mixed data sources and

intricate algorithm become the popular trend of studies.

However, the majority of researches mainly used GIS and remote sensing, few of them

combined with social media analysis. One shortage of remote sensing is that it

cannot distinguish the human activity center in detail, because in fact it only could

detect “stable” images. Some researchers uses GPS-tracking as the method of

investigation (Yue Shen et al. 2012), but its sample is too small to be representative –

less than 100 samples compared with 300,000 population in study areas. There still

has quite large room for further investigating, such as the study of urban mobility
and spatiotemporal pattern of Beijing.

2. The studies of Urban structure of Beijing 



The Urban Structure of Beijing from a Historic and Qualitative Perspective

1947

Beijing has been China's capital
since A.D. 1272, and it also has
long been one of the largest urban
areas in the world. In ancient time,
the urban structure of Beijing
strictly followed the mode of three
circles –imperial city, inner city and
outer city. This pattern has been
developing completely during Ming
and Qing Dynasties (1368-1912).

The urban structure of modern Beijing basically inherits the structure of Qing Dynasty – centered on 
Forbidden City, organized on north-south axis. This urban plan was designed by Beiping government in 1947, 
the main guiding policy was to build a modern city, as well as protect the historic places. 

Source：Beiping Urban Planning and Designing Vol.1, 1947.



The Urban Structure of Beijing from a Historic and Qualitative Perspective

1953

In 1953, Beijing government brought up Key Points of Draft Plan for Reconstructing and Expanding
Beijing which planned to build six industrial zones around Beijing. These six zones were: Jiuxianqiao,
Tonghuihe Bei, Tonghuihe Nan, Nanjiao, Fengtai and Shijingshan. Based on the plan, urban
expansion followed monocentric mode which built four circles and several radial roads to strengthen
the urban mobility. The planned population was 600 million.

Source: LaoBejing.com link: http://www.obj.cc/thread-86063-1-9.html

http://www.obj.cc/thread-86063-1-9.html


1983

The Urban Structure of Beijing from a Historic and Qualitative Perspective

The heavy industrial 
pollution in the late 
1970s urged the 
government to change 
the planning. 1983, 
Beijing government 
published Master Plan 
of Beijing Urban 
Construction, the goal 
of modern industrial 
basement was moved 
out from the plan. 

Since that time, the southern part of Beijing has declined gradually. On contrary, thanks to 
those top universities of China which were located in the north of Beijing, the northern part of 
the city, especially Zhongguancun, has been developed rapidly.

Source: LaoBejing.com link: http://www.obj.cc/thread-86063-1-9.html

http://www.obj.cc/thread-86063-1-9.html


1993

The Urban Structure of Beijing from a Historic and Qualitative Perspective

Ten years later, Beijing 
Master Plan (1991—2010)
was approved by the 
State Council in 1993. 
This master plan 
emphasized the 
importance of controlling 
the scale of central area .

It planned to reconstruct the urban structure from monocentric

mode to “ dispersed groups”. It means that Beijing government

prepared to build 10 satellite city to disperse population in the
central area.

Source: LaoBejing.com link: http://www.obj.cc/thread-86063-1-9.html

http://www.obj.cc/thread-86063-1-9.html


2004

The Urban Structure of Beijing from a Historic and Qualitative Perspective

Beijing City Master Plan 2004 

claims that: “based on history, 

reality and future development 

of the comprehensive 

analysis…Beijing planning 

promotes regional coordination 

and intensive development.” 

The layout of Beijing master 

plan is “two axes -- two belts –
multi-centers” .

Source: Beijing Master Plan, 2004



The Urban Structure of Beijing from a Historic and Qualitative Perspective

The functional structure of Beijing city is composed by 
capital core zone, expanded functional zone, new 
developing zone and ecological conservation zone



The Urban Structure of Beijing from a Historic and Qualitative Perspective

Beijing is the second largest city

in China, also the politic center,

culture center and technological

innovation center of China. It is

located in North of China. The

total area of modern Beijing is

16,410.54 km2, plain area

accounts for 38% and the rest is

mountain area. The urban area

is about 12187 km2, and the
build-up area is about 1402 km2.

Terrain map of Beijing
Source: google earth



Current situation

The Urban Structure of Beijing from a Historic and Qualitative Perspective

As to the current urban structure, the central city includes five main circle-roads, the traffic net distribution
appears ring and radial system. The construction of central city follows “two axis” – Chang’an street and
the traditional north-south axis. From Forbidden City to the second circle road is the range of traditional
center of Beijing, also the current bureaucratic center.

Beijing has formed six 
industrial function centers: 
Zhongguancun Science Park, 
Jinrong Jie Financial Center, 
Beijing Economic-
Technological Development 
Area, Guomao CBD, Olympic 
center and the Airport. 



The Urban Structure of Beijing from a Historic and Qualitative Perspective

Current Administrative districts of Beijing

The current Beijing is consists of 16
districts and more than 20 million
permanent residents. The regional GDP
has reached 2,296.86 billion Yuan in
2015.

The level of development is quite
different from district to district.
According to Beijing Statistical Bureau,
in 2014, Chaoyang and Haidian district
took the first and second position of
GDP ranking, followed by Xicheng,
Dongcheng, Shunyi and Fengtai. The
GDP of Daxing district is only about
one-tenth of Chaoyang, though its area
is double that Chaoyang.



The Urban Structure of Beijing from a Historic and Qualitative Perspective

From the view of demographic 
distribution, Chaoyang and 
Haidian District also takes the 
largest amount.

The demographic structure of Beijing today turns out that there 
is a “cave-in” of population density within the traditional central 
area, and enormous people live in the surrounding areas.

Data source: Beijing Statistical Yearbook, 2015.



Transit system of Beijing

The Urban Structure of Beijing from a Historic and Qualitative Perspective



Methodology and The Results of Analysis

This thesis aims to analyze the spatial-urban structure of Beijing through Weibo data, thus 
the main method is quantitative analysis. There is also comparative study of urban 
contexture that will be involved in.

Colletion of 
Weibo

data(From 
Weibo API)

Temporal pattern 
analysis

Constuction of time 
trajectory based on 

diferent time -periods

Constuction of space-
time trajectory according 

to  districts 

Similarity of temporal 
trajectory among 

districts

Visualization

Spatial density analysis

Quadrat analysis

Delimitation of potential 
subcenter

Detection of sub-centers

Visualization

Filtration of 
Weibo Data 



1. Introduction of Weibo and Weibo API

• Weibo is one of the most popular social media in current China, its functions are similar to Twitter.

• This paper aims to use “Weibo” to explore the spatiotemporal urban structure of Beijing. Weibo is one
of the most popular social media in current China, its functions are similar to Twitter. People can
publish or retweet messages and news on the platform. Every message that is sent by a user is called
“weibo”. A user may post words or pictures, mention or talk to other people using "@UserName"
formatting, add hashtags with "#HashName#" formatting, re-post with "//@UserName".

Methodology and The Results Of Analysis

According to Weibo Development Report 2014, the main users were among 19-35 years old,
accounted 72% for total users. The monthly active users have reached 167 million, the whole
Beijing area took up 8.7% of them. In other words, there are more than 10 million people that are
Weibo users in Beijing. Considering the total population is 21.52 million in 2014, it suggests that
half of people in Beijing use Weibo time to time.

Interface of Weibo



1. Introduction of Weibo and Weibo API

The application utilizes the access port of “nearby Weibo” to catch data. The operating principle likes
radar: the programmer sets the monitoring center which is identified by longitude and latitude, then

inputs the searching radius (the maximum value is 11 km2) to collect data.

Methodology and The Results of Analysis

API is a set of routines, protocols, and tools for building software applications. It allows developer or 
researcher to access the database of social media.

Weibo API offers various open port of data to researchers: Weibos of a user, user’s basic information,
network relationship of an account, geographic information etc. Therefore, we could get a lot of useful
information of citizens through Weibo API, especially the port of geo-information allows researcher to
explore the truly dynamic activities in a city.

One piece of Weibo message from the application



2.Data collection

The reason we choose these areas is based on the
limitations of the application and the current situation of
build-up areas. Therefore, according to the pre-test
results in March and April, we decided to deliver more
tracking frequency and scale to those areas which have
had larger volume of data.

We set 19 points to monitor the data flows.
Each tracking circle is restricted in one district,
in order to compare with the official data
more easily.

Methodology and The Results Of Analysis

This application has collected the data from
the 00:00 of 11th of April to 24:00 of 17th of
April. This time-period avoids of vacations and
festivals of China, so that it could represent the
normal situation of Beijing city.



3.Data cleansing  and Adjustment

Methodology and the results of analysis

After filtration of data, the total samples of the study are 52543 items,
and the period is from 00:00 of 11th to 24:00 of 17th 2016.

However, we find out that there exists loss of data in three districts. Haidian district has

fallen suddenly in Wednesday due to the data which lost from 17:07 of Wednesday to 3am

of Thursday. Shunyi lost data from 17:52 of Saturday to 16:52 of Sunday. Fengtai lost 16

hours’ data during Wednesday and Thursday. Therefore, the writer uses the hourly

average number of messages of each district to adjust the data. This adjustment only

applies on the part of temporal analysis. It would not add any new geo-position in the other
parts of analysis.



4. Temporal pattern analysis

Temporal pattern analysis

Constuction of time trajectory based on 
diferent time -periods

Constuction of space-time trajectory 
according to  districts 

Similarity of temporal trajectory among 
districts

Animation of variation of Weibo activity

Methodology and The Results Of Analysis



4.1 Temporal pattern on the basis of time-period

Methodology and The Results of Analysis

First of all, we summarize all monitoring
areas’ data and calculate trends
according to different time-periods. We
could observe that the general trend
from Monday to Sunday. This time-clock
table clearly shows how Weibo activity
changes through time.

Time-Clock table of Weibo activities during one week
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01:00-08:00 8:00-14:00 14:00-20:00 20:00-01:00 Total

01:00-08:00 8:00-14:00 14:00-20:00 20:00-01:00 Total

Mon 741 2219 2682 2798 8440

Tue 646 2333 2502 2491 7972

Wed 625 2012 1985 2106 6728

Thu 630 2633 2494 2395 8152

Fri 543 1780 2298 2420 7041

Sat 652 2070 2825 2801 8348

Sun 481 1869 2666 1830 6846

Average 616.8571429 2130.857143 2493.142857 2405.857143 7646.714

Methodology and the results of analysis

4.1 Temporal pattern on the basis of time-period

The temporal trajectory of Weibo activities during one week



Animation of Weibo activity in Beijing per 8 hours during one week

Methodology and the results of analysis



Methodology and The Results of Analysis

4.2 Temporal pattern on the basis of different districts

In this part, the data flow is counted and divided by every day of a week and
district.According to the daily amount of Weibo message, we set three groups to observe
the variations closely: Group 1—Chaoyang, Haidian, Dongxicheng; Group 2 – Shunyi,
Fengtai, Daxing, Tongzhou, Shijingshan, Fangshan; Group 3 – Huairou, Minyun, Pinggu,
Mentougou, Yanqing.

Weibo flows of each district 



Methodology and The Results of Analysis

4.2 Temporal pattern on the basis of different districts
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Temporal curves of Group 1

The first group is that the daily data flow 
is higher than 1000 messages. It is easy 
to distinguish that Chaoyang, Haidian
and Dongxicheng district have a wider 
difference with the left districts. The 
data of these three districts account for 
72% of total data.

It is reasonable to understand such huge differences,
because these four districts actually are the core part of
Beijing metropolitan area. There are 45.6% of population
live in Chaoyang, Haidian, Dongcheng and Xicheng district in
2014.

From the view of urban contexture, Dongcheng and
Xicheng is the traditional city center of Beijing: the
central government of China, Forbidden City, Jinrongjie
Business district, Beijing East Station and many other
important functional areas are located in this district.
Chaoyang district nears Dongcheng district. It has the
most important CBD in Beijing -- Guomao CBD, and
several electronic industry zones. Haidian District
includes several excellent universities in China, and a
national industrial park –Zhongguancun Science Park.
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Methodology and the results of analysis

The second group contains six districts that their message flows are between 500

and 100 per day (see figure39). It worth to notice that the six districts exactly

encompasses those three core districts—Chaoyang, Haidian and Dongxicheng. It

shows that the data flow actually decreases as the distance to urban center
increases.

4.2 Temporal pattern on the basis of different districts

Temporal curves of Group 2
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Methodology and the results of analysis

4.2 Temporal pattern on the basis of different districts

The average amount of the third group is lower than 100.The total number of Weibo message

of the group only accounts for less than 3% of the received data. All five districts belong to the

new developing zone, and are far away from the central town. The overall trend is that the

weekend are more active than weekdays.

There is an unusual peak in Saturday in Huairou district, because that day was the opening day

of Beijing International Film Festival and the site of Festival was Yanxi Lake in Huairou. This

event can be observed by the content of Weibo and its sharing location. The location related

with Yanxi showed 131 times in that day, accounted for 76% of total collected messages of

Huairou District in that Saturday.



For further checking the similarity of temporal patterns among these districts, we introduce cosine Similarity to
examine the similarity of these curves.

Methodology and The Results of Analysis

4.3  Similarity of temporal patterns of districts

This method measures the similarity of two vectors through the cosine of the angle between them. The range of
the cosine similarity is from -1 to 1. If the value is closer to 1, it means that the two vector has more similarity in
direction. The equation is given as:

cos 𝜃 =
 𝑖
𝑖=7𝐴𝑖 × 𝐵𝑖

 𝑖
𝑖=7𝐴𝑖

2 ×  𝑖
𝑖=7𝐵𝑖

2

where A and B represent two different vector respectively, and cos𝜃 means the degree of the two vector’s cosine.

In the paper‘s case, based on the daily summation of every district, every district would have seven number to describe
their temporal curve. Therefore, if we treat the seven number as a vector in a multi-dimension space, we could make
pairwise comparison; hence the formula becomes:

where A and B stand for two district, and i is the date code. There are seven days, so the maximum number 
of i is seven.



Through comparison, there are three groups that have the highest similarity of temporal pattern among 
each other: Tongzhou-Shijingshan, Daxing-Fangshan, Chanping-Haidian-Shunyi

Methodology and the results of analysis

4.3  similarity of temporal patterns of districts



Relative distance ≤2 Relative distance ≤3 

Relative distance ≤4 Relative distance ≤5

Methodology and the results of analysis

4.3  similarity of temporal patterns of districts



Spatial density analysis

Quadrat analysis

Delimitation of potential subcenter

Detection of sub-centers

Visualization

Methodology and the results of analysis

5.  Spatial density analysis



Quadrat analysis investigates the spatial distribution of 

points through the density of quadrats. The more points 

gather in one quadrat, the higher density of the quadrat 
is. 

Methodology and the results of analysis

5. 1 Quadrat analysis and the size of unit 

The density of Weibo in one grid

The density of Weibo is the sum number of Weibo

messages in one grid during one week.

Part of area in Dongcheng district

Considering that the structural tissue of Beijing

traditional city basically orthogonal with some

concentric roads, and the urban expansion also follows

the shape; it is reasonable to adopt square quadrat to

evaluate the density of samples.



Methodology and The Results of Analysis

This paper tries to decide the unit of grid through a statistical method. According to the study

of Griffith and Amrhein, the formula of optimized quadrat area is:

Quadrat area= 2A/q

A represents the area of studied area, q is the number of points.

In this paper, we calculate the studied area based on the actual monitoring area, not the whole urban

area. Therefore, the area of studied range is calculated by the formula of circle:

A = 2 𝑟2

where r is the radius of the monitoring radius, hence the formula becomes:

Quadrat area=
 𝑖=1
19 2π𝑟𝑖

2

𝑞

where i is the serial number of monitoring circle.

The total area of monitoring regions equals to 4,314.70 km2, and the volume of points is 53967, thus

the quadrat area is 0.16 km2, length of a side of one quadrat is 0.4km2.

5. 1 Quadrat analysis and the size of unit 



Methodology and The Results of Analysis

5. 1 Quadrat analysis and the size of unit 

Now we use Anselin Local Moran's I (in Arcgis) to test the clustering degree of points with medium

and small grids respectively. If there is no significant clustering area or the distribution is random

pattern, it means that social media data is probably useless in detecting the urban structure.

Quadrat side
(km)

Number of
Quadrats

Minimum number of Weibo
in a quadrat 

Percentage

Maximum
number

Mean Standard
Deviation

0.4 6952 1 33.5% 442 7.76 16.75
1.2 1814 1 23% 887 29.53 69.22
2.4 705 1 16% 1831 75.98 196

Based on the statistical optimum quadrat, we also expand the length of side triple and sextuple 

respectively for comparison.

The largest one significantly reduces the percentage of minimum value, but the overlarge size

of square cannot match the boundary of monitoring circle very well. It enlarges the total

monitoring area. Therefore, the largest size of quadrat is excluded



(Grid: 1.2 x 1.2 km) (Grid: 0.4 x 0.4 km)

Methodology and the results of analysis

5. 1 Quadrat analysis and the size of unit 

Anselin Local Moran's I Result



Methodology and the results of analysis

Descriptive Statistics of Quadrat

N Minimum Maximum Mean

Std. 

Deviation Kurtosis

Statistic Statistic Statistic Statistic Statistic Statistic Std. Error

Join_Count 6952 1 442 7.76 16.753 131.293 .059

Valid N 

(listwise)
6952

5.2 The distribution of Weibo density

Based on the quadrat of 0.16 km2, the total number of grids is 6,952. There are only 141

cells that contain over 50 points, only account for 2% of total cells. The large portion of

cells comprises less than 50 points.

Quadrat density of all cells



5.2 The distribution of Weibo density

The panorama of Weibo density in 3D view

Methodology and the results of analysis



Methodology and the Results of Analysis

5.2 The distribution of Weibo density

A closer view of Weibo density in central area of Beijing



Methodology and the results of analysis

5.2 The distribution of Weibo density

3D view of urban contexture in part of CBD area



Methodology and the results of analysis

5.2 The distribution of Weibo density

A closer 3D view of Weibo density in traditional center and Haidian

District



5.3 Identification of sub-centers 

Delimitation of the potential candidates:

1) it should be locate in the High-High cluster which is based on Anselin Local Moran's I Result;
2) the density of potential sub-center should be above Mean Value plus 1 Standard Deviation:

Ds = Mean value of H-H cluster + Std. Deviation

where Ds is the density of an potential subcenter.

After selecting out those cells which satisfy the criteria, we aggregate these cells through nearest neighbor

principle. The standard of aggregation is that the distance between two qualified grids is equal or less than
400 meters.

The second step is to adopt the classic exponential model to identify Weibo sub-centers. We assumes that

the distribution of density of Weibo also follows the similar pattern that it will decrease as the distance
increases.

𝐷(𝑥𝑖) = 𝐷0𝑒
𝑥𝑖+𝑏

D (xi) is corresponding to the Weibo density of the sub-center, and Xi is defined as the distance to the sub-
center of highest Weibo density. D0 is corresponding to the density of the potential sub-center who has the highest
density.

Since the negative exponential model is nonlinear, we transform it into the linear form by logarithm:

ln𝐷(𝑥𝑖) = 𝑥𝑖 + ln𝐷0 +𝑏

Methodology and the results of analysis



Descriptive Statistics of HH Cluster Grids

N Minimum Maximum Mean Std. Deviation
Join_Count 797 10 442 35.66 36.450
Valid N (listwise) 797

Methodology and the Results of Analysis

5.3 Identification of sub-centers 

The distribution of H-H cluster area



Methodology and the results of analysis

The distribution of grids which meet the criteria

5.3 Identification of sub-centers 

According to the nearest-neighbour principle, we aggregate these cells and calculate their

mean centers. There are 13 potential sub-centers are aggregated from HH clusters. The

13th sub-center is an exception of nearest-neighbour principle, since that whole region is

Beijing International Airport.



Methodology and the Results of Analysis

5.3 Identification of sub-centers 

The distribution of potential sub-centers in Beijing

We also detect the type of land uses of these candidate sub-centers through comparing

with Google Earth Map. The following table is the result of comparison, and the areas of

these candidates.



Potential 
Subcenter-ID

Land use Area ( 
km2)

Average 
Density of 
Weibo(per km2)

Distance to the 
fourth center (km)

1 Office area, Subway 
station

0.32 537.5 4.570558

2 University 0.48 718.75 9.208269

3 CBD 1.76 646.5909 2.713313

4 Commercial area 0.64 1329.688 0.001

5 Commercial area 0.48 735.4167 4.197486

6 Tourist Attraction 0.48 752.0833 5.656167

7 Tourist Attraction 0.48 1029.167 4.700946

8 University 0.48 608.3333 5.52821

9 Mixed area(office, 
commercial and 
university)

0.64 729.6875 11.49348

10 Mixed area(office, 
commercial and 
university)

1.44 629.1667 13.3217

11 University 1.44 616.6667 11.24726

12 Beijing 798 Art District 0.48 529.1667 6.86966

Methodology and the Results of Analysis

5.3 Identification of sub-centers 



Model Summaryb

Model R R Square

Adjusted R 

Square

Std. Error of the 

Estimate

1
.459a .211 .132

.246154136403

28

a. Predictors: (Constant), Distance_km

b. Dependent Variable: Den_Log

Methodology and the Results of Analysis

5.3 Identification of sub-centers 

Now we adopt the logarithmic linear regression

model to test these potential sub-centers. The

fourth potential subcenter is chosen as the center

to calculate the distance, because it has the

highest average density of Weibo. The

measurement of distance is Euclidean distance

from the mean center of a candidate subcenter to

the fourth’s mean center.Scatter figure of the model



Standard Sub-center
Group 1 Positive Residual ≥ Mean +Std. 

Deviation
4,7

Group 2 Positive Residual ≥ Mean 2,4,6,7,9,10

Descriptive Statistics of Residual 

N
Minimu

m
Maximu

m Mean
Std. 

Deviation
Unstandardized 
Residual

12 -.34548 .42004
.000000

0
.23469876

Valid N (listwise) 12

5.3 Identification of sub-centers 

Methodology and the Results of Analysis

The location of sub-centers under two standards



Potential 
Subcenter-ID

Land use Area ( km2) Average Density of 
Weibo(per km2)

2 University 0.48 718.75
4 Commercial area 0.64 1329.688
6 Tourist Attraction 0.48 752.0833
7 Tourist Attraction 0.48 1029.167
9 Mixed area(office, commercial and 

university)
0.64 729.6875

10 Mixed area(office, commercial and 
university)

1.44 629.1667

13 Beijing International Airport 0.48 1747.917

Methodology and the Results of Analysis5.3 Identification of sub-centers 

The confirmed Weibo sub-center of Beijing



Above the analysis, first of all, the structure of Beijing indeed shows the tendency of polycentric mode, 
though the high density cluster is just a small part of Beijing. It is worth to notice that the similarity of 
temporal pattern of Weibo appears the same distribution of urban functional structure. This result may 
suggest that the fail control of urban sprawl in Beijing is not caused by urban structure, but the 
overburden functions. The government plans to build a multi-functional city, hence the expansion of 
Beijing will not stop. 

Secondly, the phenomenon that all sub-center locate in the northern part of Beijing, is mainly caused by 
the development of educational zone since 1950s and the falling of the first industries in southern area. 
The lack of subcenter in southern part of Beijing may be coincided with the economic structural reform, 
because there were many heavy industry factories in these area.    

Thirdly, Weibo data is proved to be an useful data source to study the urban structure. In small scale, 
Weibo data could reflect the unusual activities in a certain area, just as Beijing International Festival in 
Huairou district. From a view of lager scope, those confirmed sub-centers actually belongs to regions 
where are populous, such as commercial area, office area and places of interests. Compared with 
employment data, Weibo data reflects the type of land use more directly. Moreover, employment data 
excludes the possibility that zones of universities could be potential sub-centers, however, in fact, the 
huge number of students in universities make it possible that these zones belong to sub-center.  

Conclusions and Discussions 



Of course, there are some unsatisfied points in 
the thesis. The limitation of available official 
data causes that we cannot analyze the urban 
structure of Beijing from its actual build-up 
area, therefore the comparative study cannot 
be realized in depth. 

This thesis could been seem as a preliminary 
exploration about the combination of social 
media data and urban structure. The 
connection between visual world and reality 
may be closer than we usually thought. 

Conclusions and Discussions 



Thank you very much.


